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A bonding mechanism of large-mismatched metal/oxide heterointerfaces, classified as incoherent interfaces,
is investigated by first-principles calculations. As a model system, incoherent Ni/ZrO2�111� interfaces are
selected, and the interfacial bonding characters and their relevance to the interface strength are analyzed. It is
found that the chemical bonds of the interfacial atomic pairs are strongly dependent on the atomic configura-
tions in the interface structures, and show a site-dependent character from ionic through covalent/metallic
bonding. Thus, even in the presence of a large misfit, stable interfaces can be formed by an effective chemical
bonding transition along the interfaces. First-principles tensile tests show that such a bonding multiplicity
strongly affects the atomic-scale fracture behavior and ideal mechanical strength of the interfaces.
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Heterointerfaces are important components in microstruc-
tures of advanced materials such as composites and coatings,
and their interfacial properties often determine overall per-
formance and reliability of the materials systems. Among
heterointerfaces, combination of metal and metal-oxide has
been extensively studied experimentally and theoretically,1,2

in order to obtain detailed knowledge on bonding character-
istics across the interfaces. However, the interfacial bonding
is generally difficult to describe simply by a particular
chemical bonding state such as metallic or ionic, because the
two constituent materials have dissimilar electronic struc-
tures. Moreover, differences in crystal structures and lattice
parameters may also affect the interfacial bonding state.
Therefore, it is essential to reveal a generic and detailed
bonding mechanism of metal/oxide interfaces.

From a theoretical viewpoint, a number of metal/oxide
interface systems have been studied by the first-principles
method, together with a supercell approach.1–8 However, al-
though most of real metal/oxide interfaces contain lattice
misfits, previous theoretical calculations dealt with specific
coherent interface models without lattice misfits. In this case,
several symmetric coherent structures �all metal atoms are
located at certain symmetric sites on an oxide surface� were
assumed in supercells. As a matter of course, coherent inter-
face models contain a particular type of interfacial atomic-
pair configuration such as on top, hollow, and bridging, and
thus the bonding state over the interface plane can also be
understood by its particular character of bonding.

In contrast, real metal/oxide interfaces with lattice misfits
undergo misfit strains, and the strains are relaxed in a semi-
coherent or incoherent manner. In the semicoherent case
�typically, several percent of lattice misfit�, it is known that a
two-dimensional network of misfit dislocations is introduced
to accommodate the misfit strain, and the interface areas be-
tween misfit dislocations can be regarded as coherent struc-
tures. Based on this situation, Hong et al. performed
coherent-model calculations of Ag/MgO�100� interfaces,
which is semicoherent in reality, and the calculated proper-

ties were corrected by the energy of misfit dislocations.3

More recently, Benedek et al. calculated the semicoherent
Cu/MgO�222� oxygen-terminated interface, and showed that
the interface properties can be represented by average of in-
terface properties for different symmetric coherent struc-
tures.9

On the other hand, when a lattice misfit of a metal/oxide
interface exceeds 10% or more, the interface structure cannot
be described by arrays of misfit dislocations as found in
semicoherent interfaces.10 In this case, unlike in coherent or
semicoherent interfaces, long-range lattice continuity across
the interface is missing, and the interface structure is referred
to as incoherent. Originally, a truly incoherent interface im-
plies a complete lack of lattice continuity and bonding across
an interface plane, and thus adhesion of metal and oxide
cannot be realized.11 However, a number of interfaces such
as Cu�111� /Al2O3�0001� and Ni�111�/YSZ�111� were ex-
perimentally found to form incoherent structures.12–15 The
real incoherent interfaces exhibit specific orientation rela-
tionships and adhesion, which is evidence for the presence of
particular interfacial bonding states. Due to worse lattice
continuity of incoherent interfaces compared to coherent or
semicoherent ones, various kinds of metal-cation or metal-
oxygen bonding pairs in on-top, hollow, and bridging con-
figurations and so forth coexist and play an important role
for interface adhesion. In order to understand properties of
incoherent metal/oxide interfaces, such characteristic bond
configurations across the interface plane should be taken into
account.

Bonding and adhesion properties of large-mismatched
metal/oxide interfaces were often explained qualitatively by
differences in lattice parameters and elastic constants be-
tween metal and oxide lattices.2,11,16,17 Also, the image
charge theory1,2 is used to qualitatively understand the inter-
facial bonding, but the above arguments do not explicitly
take account of detailed interfacial atomic configurations and
their bonding states. Moreover, as stated above, most of pre-
vious first-principles studies on metal/oxide interfaces are
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limited to coherent cases, and thus the physical origin of
adhesion in incoherent metal/oxide interfaces is poorly un-
derstood so far.

In this study, bonding characteristics and the associated
mechanical properties of incoherent metal/oxide interfaces
are investigated in a first-principles manner. In interface
modeling for theoretical calculations, it is important to use
supercells appropriate for incoherent metal/oxide interfaces.
For this purpose, the coincidence boundary model is used
here, which assumes that, even in an incoherent interface, an
interface-energy minimum will occur when a fraction of in-
terfacial atoms in a softer crystal lattice are slightly relaxed
and occupy specific coincidence positions on a stiffer crystal
surface.18 A large-mismatched metal/oxide interface can now
be described by a basic unit whose length parallel to the
interface plane is mao

0�nam
0, where m and n are integers,

and ao
0 and am

0 are unit lengths of oxide-lattice and metal-
lattice planes perpendicular to an interface, respectively. A
misfit parameter � in this case is defined by �= �mao

0

−nam
0� /nam

0. Therefore, it is necessary to select an incoher-
ent metal/oxide system for which first-principles calculations
are feasible and in which the � value can be minimized as
small as possible, using smaller integers of m and n.

Based on the above requirement for supercell modeling, a
number of metal/oxide interfaces studied experimentally so
far were reviewed, and eventually the interface system of
Ni�111� /ZrO2�111� is selected as an optimum incoherent
model of this study. In our previous report, the experimental
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy �HRTEM�
image of the Ni/cubic yttria-stabilized ZrO2 �YSZ� interface
showed that this interface having a lattice misfit of 31% is
atomically sharp with a cube-on-cube orientation relation-

ship �OR� of �111�Ni� �111�YSZ and �11̄0�Ni� �11̄0�YSZ, and no
misfit dislocations are observed along the interface plane,
indicating the incoherent structure.15 For this incoherent sys-
tem, a misfit-free condition of �=0 in the coincidence
boundary model cannot be attained even for large m and n
values, but a coincidence repeat unit with a rather small mis-
fit of �=−2.7% can be obtained by using relatively small

integers of m=2 and n=3 along the 	11̄0
 direction. Accord-
ingly, repeat units of ZrO2�111� and Ni�111� parallel to the

interface plane are extended by 2�2 and 3�3 along 	11̄0
,
respectively, in the supercell construction. Supercell configu-
rations viewed normal to the interface plane are displayed in
Fig. 1. The remaining misfit of �=−2.7% is compensated by
compressing the Ni slabs parallel to the interface plane, be-
cause the ZrO2 lattice is stiffer than the Ni lattice. It can be
said that the original lattice misfit between Ni and ZrO2
�31%� can be minimized up to 2.7% by using the extended
interface supercell.

Even for the extended supercell of the interface, there are
a number of possible interface configurations with respect to
relative translation states between Ni and ZrO2 lattices. In
reality, it is reasonable to describe the incoherent structure by
a mixture of different translation states. In the present inter-
face model, the interface configuration can be repeated by a

translation vector of t=aZrO2 /3�2̄11�, and two different trans-
lation states of T0 and T1 are considered as representative

translated structures, where the T1 structure is obtained by a
translation of 2t /3 from T0. The atomic positions of Ni in T0
can be represented by four kinds of positions on ZrO2 �111�
�a–d in Fig. 1�a��; an on-top site �a�, an asymmetric site
slightly off from the on-top location �b� and two kinds of
hollow sites c and d �the d site is atop an atom in the second
ZrO2 layer�. In contrast, the atomic configurations across the
interface plane in T1 are quite different from those in T0,
where Ni atoms are situated at three kinds of asymmetric
positions on the ZrO2 surface �e–g in Fig. 1�b��.

Each interface supercell comprises a ZrO2�111� slab sand-
wiched by Ni�111� slabs. Since �111� planes of c-ZrO2 are
polar planes composed of Zr or O atoms, Zr and O termi-
nated interfaces are considered in this study. In order to
avoid spurious effects of dipole moments on atomic struc-
tures and energies of the slab models, the Zr and O termi-
nated ZrO2 slabs have identical surface termination, and then
contain ten and nine ZrO2 �111� layers, respectively. It is
noted that the O terminated slab is stoichiometric, and the Zr
terminated one is Zr rich. In order to make identical interface
configurations at both ends of the ZrO2 slab, the Ni slab with
seven layers is employed for the T0 structure, while the one
with six layers is employed for T1. The resulting total num-
bers of atoms in the supercells range from 90 to 103, depend-
ing on the ZrO2 termination and the translation states. In
order to reveal intrinsic and fundamental bonding states at
the incoherent interfaces, inclusion of yttrium and oxygen
vacancies, which would be important for real Ni/YSZ sys-
tems, is not explicitly taken into account in the present study.

Spin-polarized electronic structure calculations of the in-
terface system are performed using the Vienna Ab-Initio
Simulation Package �VASP� program.19 The projector aug-
mented wave method,20,21 which is an all-electron frozen-
core-type method, is used to represent inner electrons, and
electronic wave functions are expanded by plane waves up to
a kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV. The generalized gradient
approximation �GGA� is used for the exchange-correlation
potential, in which the GGA functional proposed by Perdew
et al. is used.22 For the hexagonal-shaped interface super-

FIG. 1. Atomic arrangement of the interface supercells, pro-
jected on the interface plane. �a� the translation state of T0 and �b�
of T1. In this figure, one Ni layer and two ZrO2 layers adjacent to
the interface are only shown. The arrow in �a� indicates a minimum

translation vector of t=aZrO2 /3�2̄11�. In each model, Ni atoms lo-
cated at equivalent sites on the ZrO2 surface are assigned by using
alphabetical characters from “a” to “g.”
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cells, Brillouin-zone �BZ� sampling is performed on a 4
�4�1 Monkhorst-Pack �MP� mesh centered at a � point
�four irreducible k points�.23 Convergence tests using a 6
�6�1 MP mesh �seven irreducible k points� for the O ter-
minated interfaces showed that differences in total energies
and stresses of supercells are less than 1.6 meV/atom and
0.2 GPa, respectively. Works of separation �Wsep� for the in-
terface cleavage, which are a measure of interface strength,
are calculated from total-energy differences between the in-
terface supercells and the individual Ni and ZrO2 surface
slabs with their fully relaxed atomic positions. It is found
that the Wsep convergence for the denser k-point sampling
�6�6�1 MP mesh� is less than 0.01 J /m2. The above re-
sults ensure a good accuracy of the present supercell calcu-
lations to describe the interface structures and properties.

Excess energies � of the interfaces are evaluated from
total energies �ET� of interface supercells and atomic chemi-
cal potentials ��� for constituent atoms as follows.

� = �ET − nZr�Zr − nO�O − nNi�Ni�/A . �1�

In Eq. �1�, A is an interface area, and ni is the number of
atoms i in the supercell. As will be shown later, ZrO2 �111�
surfaces are also calculated in this study, where a vacuum
layer of 1.6 nm thickness is introduced in the supercell to
obtain ET for the surfaces. The values of �Zr, �O, and �Ni are
constrained with equilibrium conditions of �ZrO2

=�Zr+2�O

and �Ni=�Ni�bulk�, and thus �O ranges from �O=�O2�gas� /2
�oxidation limit� to �O= ��ZrO2

−�Zr�bulk�� /2 �reduction lim-
it�. �O2�gas� and �Zr�bulk� are obtained from total-energy cal-
culations for O2 molecule and hcp Zr metal.

To begin with, excess energies of ZrO2 �111� surfaces and
Ni/ZrO2 �111� interfaces are evaluated as a function of oxy-
gen chemical potential, as shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
from Fig. 2�a� that the O terminated surface is most stable
over the entire range of �O, and the Zr terminated surface
exhibit a fairly high energy even in the reduction limit. This
indicates that the clean ZrO2 �111� surface always undergoes
O termination, irrespective of oxygen chemical potentials.
When the interface between ZrO2 and Ni is formed �Fig.
2�b��, the O terminated structure is also more stable in higher
�O, whereas the Zr terminated interface becomes more stable
in the reduced condition of �O �−8.3 eV. It is noted that the
T0 and T1 structures for the two termination cases exhibit
quite similar interface energies �an energy difference within
0.1 J /m2�. It can be said that the interface termination is
likely reversed from O to Zr termination under the reduced
atmosphere, although the ZrO2 �111� surface always has the
O terminated structure. Both of the Zr and O terminated
interfaces can be formed, depending on oxygen chemical po-
tential. The similar situation was found in the previous the-
oretical study of the Nb/Al2O3 system.6

The relaxed structures of the Zr and O terminated inter-
faces are depicted in Fig. 3, together with the interfacial Wsep
values. For the Zr terminated interfaces, Wsep values are
around 4.4 J /m2, irrespective of the translation states, and
are about 88% of Wsep �5.01 J /m2� for the Zr terminated
nonstoichiometric Ni/ZrO2�100� system calculated by Bel-
trán et al.8 The lattice misfit of the present interface �31%� is

much larger than that of the Ni/ZrO2�100� interface �less
than 2%�, and yet the Wsep values are not so much reduced as
expected from the lattice-misfit difference.

In contrast, the O terminated �111� interfaces exhibit Wsep
of about 0.5 J /m2, which are much smaller than for the O
terminated �100� interface �Wsep=5.74 J /m2�.8 This is
mainly due to stoichiometry effects of the interfaces. In gen-
eral, nonstoichometric interfaces show larger Wsep than sto-
ichiometric ones, due to considerable charge transfer occur-
ring across interfaces.6 This is also the case for the present O
terminated interface: the �100� system in Ref. 8 is O rich
while the �111� system here stoichiometric. Therefore, it is
not straightforward to make direct comparison of Wsep with
Ref. 8, regarding the O terminated cases.

From Fig. 3, a number of structural characteristics in the
incoherent interfaces can be observed. The Ni and Zr atoms
�O atoms� in the first interface layers of the Zr terminated �O
terminated� interfaces undergo large relaxations perpendicu-
lar to the interface planes. In particular, Ni atoms tend to
rumple more considerably than Zr or O atoms, so that the Ni
interface layers are not completely flat. In addition, bond
lengths of Ni-Zr or Ni-O pairs across the interface are de-
pendent on the Ni sites, which range from 0.24 nm
to 0.30 nm for the Zr terminated interfaces, and from
0.19 nm to 0.30 nm for the O terminated ones. These results

FIG. 2. Excess energies of �a� ZrO2 �111� surfaces and �b�
Ni/ZrO2 �111� interfaces as a function of oxygen chemical potential
��O�. Vertical thin lines indicate �O values at the oxidation and
reduction limits. In the plot of �b�, solid lines denote energies for
the T0-type Zr or O terminated interfaces, while broken lines indi-
cate results for the T1-type interfaces �also see Fig. 1�.
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indicate that chemical environments of the Ni atoms in the
interface layers are quite different, depending on the Ni sites
on the ZrO2 �111� surfaces.

In order to reveal electronic structures of the interfaces,
atom-projected partial densities of states �PDOSs� are plotted
in Fig. 4. For the Zr and O terminated interfaces having the
T0-type structure, PDOS profiles for Ni, Zr, or O atoms at the
center of each slab �denoted as “bulk”�, interfacial Ni at the
on-top site �Nia�, interfacial Zr or O bonded to Nia are only
shown. It is worth mentioning here that the PDOS shapes for
the interfacial atoms in the two termination cases are differ-
ent from those for the atoms in bulk, which indicates char-
acteristic atomic interactions at the interfaces. In particular,
the Ni-3d band is located around the band gap of ZrO2 �Eg in
Fig. 4�, and then the metal-induced gap states �MIGSs� are
observed in the PDOS profiles for interfacial Zr and O. The
appearance of MIGSs is closely related to formation of the
interfacial bonding.

Similarly to interfacial Zr or O, the PDOS shapes of the
interfacial Ni atom are also different from that of bulk Ni. In
the PDOS of bulk Ni, it can be seen that the majority-spin
band �the upper panel� is located lower in energy than the
minority-spin one �the lower panel�, due to electron-
exchange interactions. The resultant magnetic moment �MM�
of bulk Ni is found to be 0.59�B atom, and is in good agree-
ment with the previous calculations for Ni.24,25 However, the

degree of exchange splitting tends to decrease for Nia at the
Zr terminated interface �Fig. 4�a��, and the calculated MM
for Nia is found to be 0.19�B, which is quite smaller than
that in bulk. This result is attributed with charge transfer
from ZrO2 to Ni. As stated before, the Zr terminated surface
is Zr rich, and Zr is less electronegative than Ni. Therefore,
considerable charge transfer from Zr to Ni can take place in
the interface formation. The transferred electrons from ZrO2
occupy the minority-spin orbital of Ni-3d originally unoccu-
pied at the Fermi level, so that the Ni-3d orbitals are almost
fulfilled by electrons and result in the similar DOS profiles
between majority and minority spin, without exchange split-
ting. In contrast, the Nia PDOS at the O terminated interface
does not change so significantly from that of bulk Ni, which
is due to the fact that the O terminated ZrO2 surface is sto-
ichiometric, and thus significant charge transfer does not
necessarily occur in the interface formation. It is noted, how-
ever, that the MM of Nia in the O terminated case is calcu-
lated to be 0.50�B, and is slightly smaller than that of bulk
Ni.

PDOS curves for Ni at the different interfacial sites in the

FIG. 3. Relaxed interface structures for Zr terminated and O

terminated interfaces, viewed along the �1̄01� direction. �a� The Zr
terminated interface in the T0 translation state, and �b� the one in T1.
In the similar way, the results for the T0 and T1 translation states for
the O terminated case are drawn in �c� and �d�, respectively. Works
of separation Wsep �unit: J /m2� are shown in the parentheses below
the respective structures.

FIG. 4. Atom-projected DOS profiles for �a� the Zr terminated
and �b� O terminated interface having the T0-type structure. In these
plots, DOSs for atoms around the centers of Ni and ZrO2 slabs
�denoted as “bulk”�, and those for interfacial Ni, Zr, and O in the
on-top configuration are displayed. The Fermi level of each super-
cell is set at 0 eV.
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Zr and O terminated T0-type structures are displayed in Fig.
5. In the case of Zr termination �Fig. 5�a��, it turns out that
the PDOS profiles are varied depending on the Ni sites. The
PDOS shape of Nia is quite different from that of bulk Ni,
while the PDOS widths for other Ni atoms become narrower
than those of Nia and bulk Ni. These features indicate differ-
ent interactions of Ni-Zr at the interface. In the O terminated
case �Fig. 5�b��, differences of interfacial Ni PDOSs from
that of bulk Ni are not so large as in the Zr terminated case,
but it is apparently observed that each PDOS of minority
spin at around the Fermi level is changed in a different way
depending on Ni sites. Such slight PDOS changes indicate
that orbital polarization or overlap between Ni and O may
occur even at the O terminated interface. From the above
results, it can be said that Ni atoms in the interface layer of
each interface system are in site-dependent chemical envi-
ronments with underlying Zr or O atoms.

In order to investigate site-dependent bonding character-
istics at the interfaces in more detail, electron-density �ED�
differences in the T0-type interfaces are plotted in Fig. 6.
Here, the EDs of the Ni and ZrO2 slabs having the same
atomic positions with the interface supercells are subtracted
from those of the interfaces. Thus the contour maps indicate
bond-formation behavior between Ni and ZrO2 in the inter-
face formation.

In the Zr terminated case �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��, it is obvi-
ous that the large areas with positive ED differences are
present at the interface. This is due to that considerable
charge transfer from Zr to Ni occurs and the electrons are
sheared between atoms at the interface layers. Such features
can also be understood from the DOS profiles shown in Fig.
5. As is seen in Fig. 6�a�, the ED significantly increases
between the on-top Ni atom �Nia� and Zr, and the increased
region is rather localized between the two atoms, which in-
dicates their strong covalent interaction. The strong cova-
lency of Nia-Zr can also be understood from its bond length
�0.242 nm�, which is much smaller than the sum of their
atomic radii �0.285 nm�.26 Around the hollow-site Nic and
Nid atoms, the increase in ED is observed as well, but the
electrons mainly concentrate above Zr. Therefore, the posi-
tively charged Zr atom no longer has direct interactions with
Nic and Nid, but interacts with the electrons accumulated
around the Ni interstitial region in an electrostatic �ionic�
manner. Regarding the asymmetric-site Ni atoms �Nib in Fig.
6�b��, the ED increases at around the midpoint with Zr, and
also the increased region is shared among the two neighbor-
ing Ni atoms. This indicates that the Ni-Zr bonds can be
described by covalent interactions with partial metallic char-
acters. As shown above, the chemical interactions across the
Zr terminated interface exhibit a site-dependent feature from
ionic through covalent/metallic characters of bonding.

The increased ED regions at the O terminated interface
�Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�� are much smaller than those in the Zr
terminated case, since the O terminated ZrO2 surface is sto-
ichiometric and thus large charge transfer does not necessar-
ily take place. In such a case, ED redistribution in the Ni
layers may occur due to the electrostatic field of the ionic

FIG. 5. DOS profiles for Ni atoms at different interfacial sites in
�a� the Zr terminated and �b� the O terminated interface having the
T0-type structure. Dotted curves overlaid on each figure correspond
to DOS profiles of Ni at the center of the Ni slab. The Fermi level
of each supercell is set at 0 eV.

FIG. 6. ED difference maps for the T0 structures of the Zr and O

terminated interfaces. �a� and �c� are the plots on the �011̄� plane,

while �b� and �d� are those on the �2̄11� plane. The contour lines are
drawn from −0.12 to 0.12 with an interval of 0.01 in electrons/Å2,
except for the zero contour line. Solid lines indicate positive values,
while broken ones negative. On these cross sections, the on-top Ni
�Nia�, the two kinds of hollow-site Ni �Nic and Nid� and the
asymmetric-site Ni �Nib� are present �also see Fig. 1�.
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ZrO2 layers, and the bonding of the O terminated interface
may arise from image-chargelike interactions between Ni
and ZrO2.1,2 Obviously, the EDs of the Nic-Nid interstitial
regions decrease �positively charged�, while the EDs just
above Zr in the second ZrO2 layer increase �negatively
charged�. Such decrease and increase in ED can induce at-
tractive ionic interactions with the oppositely charged O and
Zr atoms, respectively. However, it is worth mentioning here
that the on-top Nia-O pair exhibits an increased ED region
localized between the two atoms, indicating the covalent in-
teraction. Therefore, charge rearrangement in the Ni layer
does not always result in ionic interactions with ZrO2, but
sometimes gives rise to interfacial covalent bonds depending
on the bonding-pair configurations. This can be attributed to
the fact that Ni-3d orbitals originally have an electron-
unoccupied state, as stated in Figs. 4 and 5. The on-top
Nia-O configuration has a smaller bond length �0.197 nm�
than the others �more than 0.21 nm�, and the Ni-3d orbitals
atop O are subject to large polarization due to the negatively
charged O atom �see Fig. 6�c��. Although such detailed in-
teractions of Nia-O cannot easily be resolved only from the
PDOS profiles shown in Fig. 5, the orbital hybridization of
Ni-3d with O-2p occurs, which results in formation of the
covalent Nia-O bond. It can be said that the O terminated
interface also exhibits a multiplicity of chemical bonds with
site dependency, as a result of the ED redistribution and or-
bital polarization across the interface.

The feature of multiple bonding characters found for the
T0 structures is also applicable to the T1 translation state.
Figure 7 shows ED-difference maps for the T1-type Zr and O
terminated interfaces. In the Zr terminated case �Fig. 7�a��,
the Ni atoms located at the sites slightly off from the exact
on-top location �Nie and Nif� tend to form covalent bonds
with Zr. It is noted that the Nif-Zr and Nie-Zr bond lengths
of 0.248 nm and 0.257 nm are close to the covalently bonded
on-top Nia-Zr �0.242 nm� and asymmetric Nib-Zr

�0.256 nm� lengths in the T0 structure �see Fig. 6�, respec-
tively. Moreover, the electron-accumulated region manifests
itself between Nie and Nig, which contributes to ionic inter-
actions with the Zr cation below. In the O terminated inter-
face �Fig. 7�b��, the Nif-O pair forms a covalent bond, and its
bond length of 0.198 nm is quite similar to that of on-top
Nia-O �0.197 nm� in the T0 translation state �see Fig. 6�a��.
Ni-O pairs with larger bond lengths �Nie-O and Nig-O in Fig.
7�b�� no longer have covalent interactions. Alternatively, the
increases in ED above Zr in the second layer, inducing their
image-chargelike ionic interactions, can be observed. Even
in the translated state, therefore, multiple chemical bonds
ranging from ionic to covalent are realized in accordance
with their local atomic configurations. It is noted, however,
that the magnitudes of image charges induced at the interface
are smaller than those in the T0-type structure �see Fig. 6�c��.
The individual image charges induced are sensitive to the
translation state.

It should be noted here that the similar Wsep values in the
two translation states for both the Zr and O terminations
�shown in Fig. 3� should originate from the multiplicity of
the interface bonding. If interface-energy differences among
translation states are rather large, the energy penalty would
be compensated by generation of misfit dislocations. For in-
stance, the previous calculations of coherent-model
MgO/Ag�001� interfaces, which are in reality semicoherent
with a lattice misfit of about 3%, yielded a large energy
difference of about 0.4 J /m2 between different translation
states.3 As compared to that, the changes in Wsep due to the
relative translations are much smaller in the present case
�less than 0.04 J /m2�. Since the real incoherent interface
structure can be represented by a mixture of the different
translation states, the invariability of interface energy against
the relative translation states may explain why the interface
structures without long-range lattice continuity can be
formed as a stable structure.

Wsep values mean mechanical energy release upon inter-
face fracture, and are used as a good measure of interface
strength. In the case of coherent interfaces, Wsep values cor-
respond to the energy required to break interfacial bonds in a
particular configuration. However, incoherent interfaces con-
tain a multiplicity of interfacial bonds, and thus the situation
upon interfacial fracture is more complicated, although the
Wsep values in Fig. 3 are independent of the translation states.
In particular, energies to break chemical bonds at incoherent
interfaces are also dependent on the individual bond charac-
ters, which should affect the mechanical response to applied
stresses. In order to reveal an effect of the multiple interfa-
cial bonding on mechanical properties of incoherent inter-
faces, first-principles tensile tests are performed for the inco-
herent Ni/ZrO2�111� interfaces.

In the present first-principles tensile tests, uniaxial tensile
strains are imposed onto the stable interface structures. The
supercell edge lengths normal to the interfaces �the �111�
direction� are elongated in small increments, and all atomic
positions are relaxed at each strained states. The supercell

edge lengths parallel to the interfaces �the �1̄01� and �1̄10�
directions� are fixed throughout the tensile tests, preventing
Poisson contraction, in order to reduce computational time.

FIG. 7. ED difference maps on the �011̄� planes for the T1

structures of the Zr terminated �a� and O terminated �b� interfaces.
The contour maps are drawn in the similar manner with Fig. 3.
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Strictly speaking, therefore, the present tensile tests corre-
spond to uniaxial extension. Poisson contraction may de-
crease theoretical tensile stresses of bulk and grain bound-
aries, and thus maximum stresses for fracture without
Poisson contraction are regarded as upper bounds of tensile
strength of the incoherent interfaces.27,28

Figure 8 displays stress-strain curves of the Ni/ZrO2�111�
interfaces. For the T0-type Zr terminated interface �Fig. 8�a��,
the stresses readily increase with rising strains, reach a maxi-
mum stress of 14.5 GPa at the 8% strain, and abruptly drop
at a strain of 10%. In this case, the interface itself does not
undergo fracture, and cleavage between O planes in the sec-
ond and third ZrO2 layers from the interface plane actually
takes place. It can be said that this stress-strain profile re-
flects typical brittle fracture behavior inside ZrO2. In fact, the
Wsep value for cleavage between �111� O planes in ZrO2 is
found to be 1.69 J /m2 �=2�s, �s is the surface energy�, and is
much smaller than those for cleavage between Ni�111� layers
�4.08 J /m2� and at the interface �4.39 J /m2�, which are ob-
tained by calculations of separate Ni and ZrO2 surface slabs.
In addition, it can be seen from interfacial bond-length
changes against strains in Fig. 9�a� that the bond lengths
across the interface do not exhibit notable changes against
strains. Thus the interface bonding of the Zr terminated case

is rather rigid against tensile loading. As shown in Fig. 3, the
Zr terminated interface in the different translated state of T1
exhibit the similar Wsep value, and it can be expected that
cleavage inside ZrO2 occurs, showing the quite similar
stress-strain profile to Fig. 8�a�.

In contrast, by the tensile tests of the O terminated inter-
faces, cleavage at the interface planes is observed, as ex-
pected from their small Wsep values of around 0.5 J /m2,
whereas the stress-strain curves show different behavior
from that of the Zr terminated case. In the case of the T0
structure, the stresses increase almost linearly with strains up
to 3%, showing a maximum stress of 6.8 GPa, and yet de-
crease at the 4% strain. Subsequently, the stresses again
gradually increase with increasing strains, and overall frac-
ture throughout the interface plane eventually occurs at the
16% strain.

Such a stress-strain behavior of the T0-type O terminated
interface is attributed to different strength of individual
chemical bonds across the interface. It can be seen from the
bond-length changes �Fig. 9�b�� that Ni-O bonds in the hol-
low and asymmetric configurations �Nib-O, Nic-O, and Nid-
O� exhibit jumps in their bond-length profiles at the 4%
strain, and thereafter their bond lengths readily increase with
strains. This indicates that these Ni-O bonds start to break at
a strain of 4%, and no longer contribute to the interface

FIG. 8. The stress-strain curves for the Zr terminated and O
terminated interfaces. The T0 structure of the Zr terminated inter-
face showed cleavage fracture inside ZrO2. In �a�, the profile of T0

is only displayed, but it is expected that the T1-type structure shows
the similar curve, since that translation state also have a rather large
Wsep value, resulting in cleavage inside ZrO2. In contrast, the O
terminated interfaces exhibited fracture at the interface planes.
However, it is interesting to point out the different stress-strain
behaviors between the two translation states.

FIG. 9. The bond-length changes as a function of tensile strain.
It is noted that the T0-type interfaces contain four kinds of bonding-
pair configurations, whereas in the case of the T1-type O terminated
interface, three kinds of Ni-O configurations with different bond
lengths are present �also see Fig. 1�.
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adhesion for the further tensile strains. However, the Nia-O
bond maintains its length around 0.2 nm until the 15% strain,
and the bond length rapidly increases at a strain of 16%,
meaning complete fracture of the interface. Therefore, the
bonding strength of Ni-O in the on-top configuration, which
has a covalent character shown in Fig. 6�c�, is rather large as
compared to those in the other configurations. Such a site-
dependent bonding feature over the interface results in the
distinct stress-strain profile of the T0-type O terminated in-
terface.

The T1-type O terminated interface also exhibits a differ-
ent stress-strain profile from the T0-type one �Fig. 8�b��.
Considerable stress reduction during strain loading, as found
in the T0-type O terminated interface, is not observed in this
case, but the profile for T1 is not as smooth as that in the Zr
terminated case. This is due to bond-breaking processes at
the interfaces, beginning from the onset of strain loading. As
can be seen in Fig. 9�c�, the Nie-O and Nig-O pairs increase
their distances monotonically with strains, which indicates
that these Ni-O bonds are broken successively with strain. In
contrast, the Nif-O bond maintains its length of about 0.2 nm
even for larger strains. In Fig. 7�b�, the Nif-O pair exhibits
strong covalency, and thus the presence of the covalent
bonds across the incoherent interface is responsible for the
interface strength. In the T1-type interface, three covalent
Nif-O pairs are present per unit �see Fig. 1�b��, which results
in the larger maximum stress of about 11 GPa, as compared
to that of the T0-type interface �6.8 GPa� with one covalent
Nia-O bond �on-top configuration� in the repeat unit. Owing
to the on-top covalent pairs and their numbers contained in
the translation states, the real incoherent O terminated inter-
faces do not undergo homogeneous cleavage over the inter-
face plane. The fracture behavior is very sensitive to the

translation states and their associated site-dependent interfa-
cial bonding multiplicity.

In this paper, the first-principles results of the
Ni/ZrO2�111� interfaces are reported, in order to reveal a
bonding nature of incoherent metal/oxide interfaces. Even
though the interface bonding is composed of one type of
atomic-species pairs such as Ni-Zr or Ni-O, depending on the
interface termination, the interfacial atomic pairs exhibit site-
dependent bonding characters. The bonding pair in the on-
top configuration tends to have the strong covalent bond,
while other Ni atoms in the hollow and other configurations
form metallic or ionic for Zr termination, or ionic bonds for
O termination. As compared to the covalent bond in the on-
top configuration, such metallic or ionic interfacial interac-
tions are neither directional nor rigid, which may stabilize
the elongated or distorted bonding configurations intrinsi-
cally contained in the incoherent interfaces. Such a multiplic-
ity of interfacial bonds also result in interface energetics in-
dependent of the translation states, but strongly affect the
atomic-scale cleavage behavior of the incoherent interfaces.
The bonding multiplicity cannot be understood by the image
charge theory and previous coherent-model calculations, and
must be new findings to depict general incoherent interfaces.
This idea will thus be applicable to any heterointerface sys-
tem as a generic bonding picture for large-mismatched inter-
faces.
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